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Introducing our new Theatre Manager Daryl Whitehead
Daryl Whitehead was the unanimous choice of the Trustees for the post of
Theatre Manager. From a strong field of 18 applicants, Daryl was the standout
candidate and had the precise skill set that Trustees were looking for at this
time. She joins us at an exciting time; our post-pandemic reopening plans are
well advanced and we are approaching our Centenary.
We extend a very warm Little Theatre welcome to her and invited her to
introduce herself to members in her own words.
My journey in the cultural sector started in the early noughties when I took a
deep breath and left a perfectly healthy corporate career to follow my love of
all things creative. A year of study followed, taking qualifications in Arts
Management and Film and, not content with that change, I moved to
Australia where the majority of my close family live. Three years later I was
back in Blighty. Turns out I really don’t like the heat and did not make the
transition to hot house flower as had been promised. Oh, and I really missed the Beeb and British cultural
life.
Now, having worked in the cultural sector for 20 years, I join the Little Theatre from the Kings Theatre in Portsmouth where
I experienced the planning and, all too short, re-opening of the Theatre between the first and second lockdowns. Prior to
this I held leadership roles in regional theatres, performance venues and galleries in England, Wales and Australia.
I have worked for organisations with charitable status, Council and privately owned, either funded by grants or purely from
ticket income. This experience has given me an insight as to how different organisations like to do things and has taught
me to be flexible in my approach. As well as overall general management, my experience includes programming,
marketing, box office, the audience experience, managing buildings and H&S, as well as supporting Boards in
governance.
The diverse nature of the Theatre Manager role attracted me to the Theatre as well
as the unique position of the Society. The hard work that has gone on behind the
scenes during the pandemic, the success in gaining Cultural Recovery grants and
the roadmap from closure, all serve to put the Theatre on a surer footing as the
government eases restrictions and we navigate toward the new normal. I am
looking forward to working with members who know the Theatre of old, as well as
those volunteers joining the fray for the first time, with a spirit of optimism for this
next episode of the Little Theatre's story in its lead up to its centenary year and
beyond.
Do come and say hello if you’re passing and here’s to giving our returning
audience the best experience that the Little Theatre can give. • DW
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Editorial
My current bedtime reading is “Hyphens & Hashtags – the stories behind the
symbols on our keyboards” by Claire Cock-Starkey.
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One might think such a subject is as dry as dust,
but it’s a fabulous book that explores the history
behind each of our punctuation marks and
how they came to their current representation
and usage. It also explores “Glyphs” which
are symbols that are neither mathematical
symbols or punctuation mark; i.e.@, £ and
other such signs. Each has its own history.
As usual the Ancient Greeks and Romans
are involved, as are the clergy as many
marks were designed to aid the reading
aloud of text and that was usually the
scriptures.
But it’s not all tales of yore as we have the Bell
Laboratories team in the 1960’s to thank for popularising the #
glyph. Or the “octothorpe” as they called it.
As with many plays, there are stories of human folly sprinkled throughout the
book and indeed there was a dual fought over the correct way to punctuate!
I could never feel that strongly about punctuation – as Scene’s regular proof
readers can testify. But don’t get me started on the Oxford comma!
Finally, as she is too modest to mention, I’ll do it - my co-editor Emma Bamford
is hosting an online Quiz Night on Saturday 22 May.
Emma is seeking to raise money for LOROS which is a cause close to her, and I
would think all of our hearts. There are lots of fabulous prizes. Sign up on
Facebook or email us and we’ll put you in touch.
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Trustee without specific responsibility
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Development Programme Director
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Contributions to Scene are invited. Articles, images & ideas for stories are
most welcome and if you are a nervous writer Editors Emma (EB) & Colin
(CH) can write for you. Our deadline is a week before the end of each
month - but if you have a story let us know before then to guarantee that
we reserve space for you!
Contact us via email at scene@thelittletheatre.co.uk
All photos in each edition of Scene are by the fabulous Sally Evans, unless
otherwise stated.
If members use any images of Little Theatre productions in any social
media post please give a photo credit to the person who took the photo.
In most cases, for production photos, this will be Sally Evans.
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Minack. What do I remember?
The March edition of Scene carried a photo taken by Alison Houstoun of an LDS show at the Minack Theatre in
Cornwall. It stirred a memory with her of happy times spent in the South West. Tell us more we said - we have your title
"A funny thing happened on the way to the Minack". Wisely rejected for something more functional but clearly as
evidenced below - a funny thing did happen on the way to the Minack.
I remember the traditional opening music to every show – “Oh no, don’t let the
rain come down” (and it worked more often than not!); the box of peaches left in
the dressing room by Miss Cade; her little dogs (King Charles spaniels?) which
always accompanied their mistress and acted as a marker that she was nearby;
the circle (stage right at the foot of the steps leading backstage and to the dressing
room) which in early days was grassed, becoming more sparse until replaced by
concrete; the interest on returning another year to find that a new pillar had
appeared, which might be transformed into an archway in a subsequent year.
Miss Cade was a great one for concrete!
I remember the Logan Rock pub in Treen; the Admiral Benbow in Penzance where
the company came together for an after show meal; the pub in Lamorna where we
joined in the singing of “Way down to Lamorna” with the rest of the drinkers; the
Old Success in Sennen Cove where some members annually spent a happy week
together and where we watched Geoff Sharp’s face get greener and greener
during the run of “Toad of Toad Hall” as apparently his pillow case did too.
I remember the overpowering smell of Guinness
during the run of “The Hostage”; the amazing
efforts of cast and crew to get the piano down to
stage level for the same show and the relief when
we learned that we had permission to demolish
said piano and throw the remains into the zawn
(the sea inlet) below the stage.
I remember driving down from Leicester to
Porthurno with a camel’s head looking out of the
back window; the sight of Rob Thirlby and Stan
Veasey (unseen by the audience) pushing the
caravan on to the stage during “Toad of Toad
Hall”; the excitement of my two sons who
appeared as urchins in “David Copperfield”.
I have my photos to remind me of the fun we had over the years. I also have a
video which Barbara had made from Geoff’s super 8 movies. The quality of this
when viewed on more modern equipment is terrible but the enthusiasm is still there
to be seen; in the rehearsal at Scraptoft for “The Hostage”; in the dancing of the
animals in “Toad”; even in the launch of the lifeboat at Sennen Cove for a fundraising afternoon for the RNLI; in the few seconds of commentary from Geoff in
that amazing voice (unfortunately most of the video is silent).

•

Photos from the top

One of the best things is seeing again all
the people who went to Minack over the years
and whom are no longer with us.

The Hostage
The Hostage

- 1967
- 1967

Toad of Toad Hall - 1966
Caravan entrance and a very young

I raise my glass to their memory! • AH

Rob Thirlby on the right!
All photo's Alison Houstoun
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A Brief Introduction to the History of the Irish Amateur
Dramatic Movement
Continuing our theme of exploring Amateur Theatre throughout Europe we invited Dr Fiona Brennan, a Theatre
Historian and Researcher and acknowledged expert of all aspects of Irish theatre, to tell us more about the amateur
dramatic movement of our near neighbours.
For the greater part of the 20th century, theatre audiences throughout rural Ireland
were almost solely reliant on the amateur dramatic movement. By the 1920s,
communities in the newly-formed Free State were attempting to develop some
semblance of social re-invigoration by taking to the stage. Over the next decade
or so, the amateur drama phenomenon began to take a firm hold and, with the
movement’s eventual formalisation, by the mid-1940s, a dozen or so competitive
festivals had been founded at various centres across the country.
During the 1950s, the government identified these festivals as potentially lucrative
tourism initiatives. Subsequently, the Amateur Drama Council of Ireland was
founded in 1952 to oversee the regional festivals. In 1953, the inaugural AllIreland Festival opened in Athlone, Co. Westmeath. At that time, the committee
sought the support of the British Drama League in a bid to entice greater numbers
of tourists to travel to the event.
The New Manuscripts' Category had a major influence on Irish playwriting,
because, naturally, competing groups sought new and exciting repertoires.
Increasingly competitive, groups also identified less well-known, more obscure
plays by international writers. For example, during the 1960s, a Co. Offaly group
produced The Return, a play by the Academy Award winner and BBC screen writer
and playwright, Bridget Boland, whose father had
once served as an Irish M.P. at Westminster.
One of my favourite stories is that of the fiery IrishItalian woman, Josephine Albericci, founder of the
Kerry Drama Festival in 1943. Albericci was an
innovative thinker and had long envisaged the
festival’s economic and cultural potential in
increasing visitor numbers to Killarney town, where
the festival was staged. Despite the event’s
increasing popularity, effectively, she received little or
no support from the business community. Albericci,
who was also a formidable director, moved to
Dublin in 1946 to work at the Abbey Theatre School
of Acting. Her close friend, the playwright, Seamus
de Faoite, who was awarded a drama scholarship
by Fordham University in 1947, lambasted the local community’s apathy towards
her endeavours.

•
Photos from the top
Jo Albericci pictured here in her early 20s.

Despite the amateur movement’s immense contribution to Ireland’s cultural and
dramatic history, it remains virtually excluded from the theatrical narrative. Yet,
amateur drama continues to thrive throughout Ireland. History has long been
understood to repeat itself. In a similar spirit to that of countless communities a
century ago, throughout the pandemic and Covid-19 lockdowns, numerous
groups have identified innovative and imaginative methodologies for performing
their work. This surely confirms the adage, “The show must go on!” • FB
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By kind permission of Victor Mulcahy.
A still from an unknown Killarney Players
production in the 1940s. The bearded figure
in the centre is Seamus de Faoite.
Courtesy of the White Family
(Private Collection).

The Leicester
Drama Society
200 Club - your
invitation to
join!

“I have been a member of the Little Theatre for 30 years and it plays a huge
part of my life. I have met the most wonderful friends here and couldn’t imagine
life without the friends and fun we all have working here. The lottery is a great
idea to raise money for the extension fund and to win a prize was a marvellous
surprise. I hope the lottery grows and thrives.”

The LDS 200 Club was launched
just over a year ago and the last of
the monthly draws has just taken
place.
Draws were suspended for a few
months as the pandemic restrictions
meant that three Trustees could not
get together to make the draw.
The year has seen 36 lucky winners
collect prizes totalling £4,800 whilst
the 130+ share holders contributed
£7500+ to the Theatre, specifically
to support the proposed new
development.
Last year share holders had a better
than 1 in 4 chance of winning – far
better than any lottery and many
other draws, plus the monthly
satisfaction of knowing that they
were supporting the Theatre.
It’s a win-win.
Invitations to renew their shares
have been sent out to last years
share holders and many have
chosen to renew – many thanks!
However there are still shares
available so if you would like to join
the 200 Club for the second year
please give the Office a call and we
will be able to assist you. The
number is Leicester (0116) 254
2266.

Call
254 2266
to join!
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Why did the chicken cross the stage?
Leicester is a relatively small city of some 300,000 people and yet has some 30 Theatres within it. Astonishing. Some
are no longer with us, having fallen on hard times, a victim of changing tastes and the swing of the wrecking ball.
Some are still flourishing. All have stories to tell. Frances Harris digs deep to bring us this nugget of a tale.
I was told an interesting tale by a lady who in her younger years had to take one of her mother’s
chickens on the bus for it to walk across the stage in one of the plays at the Theatre Royal,
Leicester but she couldn’t remember which play. Well, that’s how it started but I had to know more.
I went on BBC Radio Leicester to see if anyone could remember, not really expecting to get much
return, but I had opened the floodgates. The amount of people I heard from and
visited, resulted in my publishing a small booklet on the Theatre Royal.
My big disappointment was, that at the time I was having my work printed for
me, and being in black and white most of the pictures were blurred. Later, when I
was using a big colour laser printer, it would have looked so much better.
I contacted the Museum in New Walk to see if they were interested in having a
copy and to my surprise they welcomed it and took me down into the vaults to
witness that it had been stored. The doors were locked after, and some of you
may be sad that I wasn’t locked in there too!
On visiting one gentleman I was privileged to hold a piece of the dress circle that
he had kept but that story will come later.
Another connection from the radio broadcast put me in touch with Helen
Leacroft, who with her husband Richard wrote The Theatre in Leicestershire along
with many other publications. I think
she told me that she had worked with
Arthur Brough (Are You Being Served)
who ran a theatre company.
But back to the chicken.
The lady’s mother Lil, worked at the
Theatre Royal, doing all sorts of things
from cleaning and washing the clothes
for the actresses to save money for
none of them were well off. When she
learned that Ray Mort was going to
pawn his coat for a few shillings, she
lent him the money so he could keep
warm. He paid her straight back.
Like many people in those days, Lil
kept poultry in the back garden, so
when a chicken was required, she provided it - Phyllis it was called. So this lady and her brother
had to take it in a box on the bus and it stayed at the theatre all week. We don’t know what
happened to it at the end of the run.

•
Photos from the top
The cover of Fran Harris's booklet
"Theatre Royal"

When Lil was cleaning the bar there would be dregs left in the bottles so she emptied
them into one bottle and these were known as her ‘drops’. They went into the
Christmas puddings, cakes and mince pies. Nobody could ever work out
why her cooking was so delicious. • FH
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View from the Stage of the Theatre Royal.
Photo: Ronald Hunt A.R.P.S. by kind
permission of David Harley Garratt

Our Forthcoming Shows

An additional performance,
although not an LDS show,
presented by an LDS member.
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Notes from the Office
And we are suddenly going through the gears. We have upcoming shows, tickets to sell, enquiries about panto', an ice
machine to commission (don't ask) and a hundred and one things that need to be in place prior to curtain up.
No time for tea and cake. I lie. There is always time for tea and cake!
Trustees have taken the
opportunity afforded by the closure
period to refresh the Theatre’s
external website. The new website
went live quite recently and offers a
fresher, simpler gateway into the
shows and online booking system.
Crucially, it also displays perfectly
on mobile devices (mobile phones,
tablets, laptops etc) which is how
most people book their theatre
tickets now. Inevitably, there will be
some teething problems but we
hope that these will be minimal. Let
us know how you find it please.
Our new Theatre Manager –
Daryl Whitehead – starts with us at
8am on Tuesday 4 May so if you are
passing the Theatre, do pop in and
say “Hello”.
The Theatre has been in receipt
of a £12,000 “restart” grant from
Leicester City Council (LCC). This
will be put to good use funding all
the necessary items for us to restart
safely. We have also bid for further
funding from LCC to develop our
business so that it is COVID safe
and sustainable going forward.
Members have, or are just about
to, receive a letter about the AGM,
audited accounts for the last
financial year and checking the
personal data that we hold for them
is accurate. If it’s not, please contact
the Office.
Martin Scott has joined the
Trustees as a Co-opted Trustee with
specific responsibility for Facilities.
Martin has a wealth of experience in
this area and will look to progress
many of the items identified as in
need of attention on our global list
of tasks.

The Theatre Office will be closed on
Monday 3 & 30 May for the May Bank
Holidays.
Jeremy Thompson has moved to Trustee
for Marketing which is much more his skill
set. Already there has been a flurry of
activity on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter &
our own website. Jeremy is hoping to bring
a constancy of messaging and branding to
all theatre communications.
If ever you want to invade anywhere
might I suggest Fran Harris be on
logistics? Fran has been super busy
preparing Front of House (FoH) to be
COVID secure and touring FoH volunteers
to appraise them of the new measures.
She has also enlisted new recruits to FoH
too.
Prior to audience members taking their
seats the lead booker will receive an email
detailing the arrangements in the Theatre
to keep them and us COVID secure. From
a temperature check on arrival to the "at
seat" bar service, interval ice creams and
restroom arrangements; it’s a long and
detailed email and constantly changing as
advice and requirements change.
The Society recently received a circular
from the City Council giving details of the
Granby Street/St George Street
Regeneration Gateway. The aim of the
scheme is
“to deliver a series of improvements to the
public realm and pedestrian and cycle
facilities to create a high-quality gateway
into the city centre. The pedestrianisation
of part of Granby Street will enable the
creation of a high-quality gateway into the
city centre from Leicester railway station.”
Whilst any improvement to the local area
is to be broadly welcomed a specific
concern for us is the proposed closure of
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the Dover Street junction with
Granby Street for vehicles.
Our current understanding is that
there would be no “through route”
past the Theatre. This would present
enormous difficulties for lorries
delivering scenery and props and
the many taxi’s, friends & family
that drop theatre goers at the main
doors. LDS Chair, Andy Crooks, has
raised these and other concerns
with the City Council.
If any member has access to a
van and might be willing to use it
on theatre business, we would love
to hear from them. We have a
number of props that we are
borrowing from various places
around Leicester that need
collecting.
In a similar vein, if any member
knows of any indoor storage areas
that are available close to the
Theatre, again we would love to
hear from them. Storage is always
an issue for us and we have need of
some more space
The theatre's telephone system is
being upgraded in May. • CH

April Winners

LDS

200
CLUB
1st prize - £250
Share Number - 133
2nd prize - £100
Share Number
3rd prize - £50
Share Number - 103

